We introduce a natural generalisation of holomorphic curves to morphisms of supermanifolds, referred to as holomorphic supercurves. More precisely, supercurves are morphisms from a Riemann surface, endowed with the structure of a supermanifold which is induced by a holomorphic line bundle, to an ordinary almost complex manifold. They are called holomorphic if a generalised Cauchy-Riemann condition is satisfied. We show, by means of an action identity, that holomorphic supercurves are special extrema of a supersymmetric action functional.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that holomorphic curves are special extrema of the harmonic action functional (Refs. [1] [2] [3] . Let us briefly recall the relevant background. Let Σ be a closed Riemann surface with a fixed complex structure j. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that Σ is connected and fix a Riemann metric h in the conformal class corresponding to j. Let X denote a smooth manifold of dimension 2n. With respect to an almost complex structure J on X, a smooth map ϕ : Σ → X is called a (J-)holomorphic curve if ∂ J ϕ := 1 2 (dϕ + J • dϕ • j) = 0 vanishes. If, on the other hand, g is a Riemann metric on X, we let A(ϕ) denote the harmonic action functional,
A is conformally invariant. Critical points, which are called harmonic, are precisely those maps ϕ whose tension field τ (ϕ) := tr ((∇ · dϕ)(·)) ∈ Γ(ϕ * T X) vanishes. Now, let ω be a symplectic form on X and J be an almost complex structure which is ω-compatible and thus determines a Riemann metric g J by prescribing g J (v, w) := ω (v, Jw). Then every smooth map ϕ : Σ → X satisfies the action identity
It follows that J-holomorphic curves minimise the energy within their homology class [ϕ] := ϕ * ([Σ]) ∈ H 2 (X, Z) and, as a consequence, every J-holomorphic curve is harmonic.
In this article, we introduce holomorphic supercurves as a natural generalisation of holomorphic curves and show that they are special extrema of an action functional A 1 which extends A. It is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we give an ad-hoc definition of holomorphic supercurves to be motivated later and construct non-trivial examples in important cases. In
Sec. III, we introduce the action functional A 1 as an extension of the harmonic action. We then compare it with another such extension, known as the Dirac-harmonic action, calculating the Euler-Lagrange equations. In Sec. IV, we define holomorphic supercurves in the natural context of supermanifolds. We show that these (genuine) holomorphic supercurves may be identified with holomorphic supermanifolds in the sense of the previous ad-hoc definition. Finally, we state and prove in Sec. V a generalisation of the classical action identity (2) , by means of supermanifold theory. We show that, as a consequence, every holomorphic supercurve extremises A 1 , thus proving our main theorem.
II. HOLOMORPHIC SUPERCURVES
Holomorphic supercurves generalise holomorphic curves as described in the following adhoc definition. For smooth maps ϕ : Σ → X, we define the operator D ϕ : Ω 0 (Σ, ϕ * T X) → Ω 0,1 (Σ, ϕ * T X) by
where ∇ := ∇ g J denotes the Levi-Civita connection of g J (and its pullback under ϕ). It can also be expressed in the form
where N J denotes the Nijenhuis tensor, ∇ J the J-complexification, and (∇ J where, for U ⊆ Σ sufficiently small, we fix a nonvanishing holomorphic section θ ∈ Γ(U, L) and let ψ jθ ∈ Γ(U, ϕ * T 1,0 X) be such that ψ j = θ · ψ jθ holds for j = 1, 2.
Upon identifying ψ jθ with a (local) section of ϕ * T X, the last two conditions may be reformulated into D ϕ ψ jθ = D ϕ (Jψ jθ ) = 0. Since D ϕ is a real linear Cauchy-Riemann operator, it is clear that the conditions stated do not depend on the choice of θ ∈ Γ(U, L), provided that θ is chosen holomorphic. Well-definedness also follows from the characterisation of holomorphic supercurves thus defined with natural (global) objects in terms of supergeometry (Prp. IV.12). It is possible to perturb the defining equations for holomorphic supercurves by making them depend on a connection A such that the resulting moduli spaces are, generically, finite dimensional manifolds and such that, in important cases, every sequence has a convergent subsequence provided that a suitable extension of the classical energy is uniformly bounded, a version of Gromov compactness. These objects are called (A, J)-holomorphic supercurves and will be thoroughly examined in upcoming papers.
We shall next provide a class of examples of non-trivial holomorphic supercurves for the case L being a half spinor bundle, using a construction similar to an example in Ref. 4 .
To fix notation, let us first recall some basics of 2-dimensional spin geometry (Refs. 5-7).
The standard representation Γ on C 2 of the complexified Clifford algebra Cl C 2 := Cl 2 ⊗ C is determined by the gamma matrices which, in our convention, are given by
where e 1 , e 2 denotes the standard basis of R 2 . The induced action µ := Γ |Spin(2) on C 2 of the
with the two irreducible Spin(2) representations µ + and µ − such that µ = µ + ⊕ µ − . Fixing a spin structure Spin(Σ) on (Σ, h), we define the (half-)spinor bundles
carrying natural holomorphic structures induced by the canonical isomorphisms
Let L be a complex line bundle and 
Moreover, we define e + := λ By definition, θ + is a square root of dz since dz = l −1 (∂ z ) holds and, moreover, θ ± are nonvanishing (local) holomorphic sections of S ± . Similarly, e − is a square root of e z and e + = l −1 (e − ). Let s be a local section of Spin(Σ) such that we may identify
Then, upon replacing s with −s if necessary, we may further
We need the following construction. Let ϕ ∈ C ∞ (Σ, X) be a smooth map and ζ ∈ Γ(Σ, S − ) be a section of S − , (locally) identified with a complex valued function ζ − via
Note that, due to the transformation behaviour of holomorphic coordinates and the induced sections of S ± , this definition is independent thereof and ψ ϕ,ζ is indeed a global section.
If ϕ is J-holomorphic, then i · ψ ϕ,ζ = Jψ ϕ,ζ follows. In other words, ∂ J ϕ = 0 implies
Lemma II.3. Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold and J be an ω-compatible almost com-
Since the space of holomorphic sections of S − has dimension 1 − g + deg S − = 2 − g by the classical Riemann-Roch theorem (Ref. 9) , it follows in particular that non-trivial holomorphic supercurves do exist for Σ having genus g = 0 or g = 1 (sphere or torus, respectively), provided that a non-trivial holomorphic curve ϕ exists.
Proof. We set ψ j := ψ ϕ,ζ j for j = 1, 2. Then, by construction, antilinear with respect to J, it thus suffices to prove that
in order to show that (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) is a holomorphic supercurve. The first condition is void as N J is skew-symmetric, and it remains to show the second one. We calculate
For a, b ∈ {s, t}, we obtain the local formula
which is symmetric in a, b. Therefore, the second bracket in the previous expression for
0,1 vanishes, while the first bracket becomes
where λ is the conformal factor of the metric h and we have used the following local formula for the tension field, which is obtained by a standard calculation involving (1.2.9) in Ref. 2 .
But τ (ϕ) vanishes since ϕ is holomorphic and as such harmonic, thus proving (6).
III. VARIANTS OF SUPERSYMMETRIC SIGMA MODELS
In this section, we introduce and examine the action functional A 1 . Let us start with the mathematical framework. With the notations from the previous sections, we assume that Σ carries a spin structure and let g be a Riemann metric on X. The C-bilinear form B and the Hermitian metric H on C 2 , defined by
are both invariant under the action µ of Spin(2) and thus induce on S a well-defined bilinear form and a Hermitian metric, respectively, in the following denoted by the same symbols.
Existence and properties of B also follow from more general considerations (Ref. 10 , P.242, and Refs. 7 and 11). Now let ϕ : Σ → X be a smooth map. We consider the tensor
Denoting the C-bilinear extension of the metric g by the same symbol, B and g together induce a C-bilinear form on S ⊗ C ϕ * T C X ∼ = Hom C (S * , ϕ * T C X) that we shall also denote by B. Similarly, g and the Hermitian metric H on S together induce a Hermitian bundle metric on S ⊗ R ϕ * T X, which we shall denote (·, ·).
For later calculations, we need local expressions. Let z = s + it be holomorphic coordinates on Σ and θ ± and e ± be square roots of the induced (co)tangent fields as in Def. II.2. Any section ψ ∈ Γ(S ⊗ C ϕ * T C X) may then be (locally) written
and we obtain
where we use Einstein's summation convention and, in the first line, a, b ∈ {+, −} and B ab denotes the matrix elements of the inverse of B in the coordinates determined by e ± , whereas in the second line, we write ψ = ψ e A e A where e A ∈ {e + , ie + , e − , ie − } and ψ e A ∈ Γ(U, ϕ * T X).
We further need the (twisted) Dirac operator along ϕ as defined by the concatenation
where
∇ S e ± = 0, we further obtain the following local expression.
where λ is the conformal factor of the metric. Finally, we use the following conventions.
In general, let C N denote the complex Graßmann algebra (also called exterior algebra)
with N generators η 1 , . . . , η N , which we fix in the following (this can be any basis of C N ), and let C N odd and C N even denote the respective subspaces of odd and even forms. Any C-bilinear form (·, ·) on a complex vector space V can be extended to a C N -bilinear form on V ⊗ C C N by prescribing
for v, w ∈ V and abbreviating η 1 · η 2 := η 1 ∧ η 2 for the wedge product. Similarly, we define the integral over a function f with values in C N by
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case N = 2, and we fix two generators η 1 and
we denote by A 1 the functional
where τ (ϕ) is the tension field of ϕ, B is the complex bilinear form from (9) and / D denotes the twisted Dirac operator, restricted to sections of
Being Graßmann valued, the functional A 1 may be considered as consisting of two integrals: one which is proportional to 1 and one which is proportional to η Lem. V.2 below, the first two terms may be rewritten
even -valued field φ 0 in which the even field ξ is implicitly contained. This is our main theorem. We defer its proof to the very end of this article and, for the time being, turn to the Euler-Lagrange equations. Analogous to (8), we shall use local 
It is clear that the Euler-Lagrange equations stated must be globally well-defined, i.e. do not depend on the choice of holomorphic coordinates. As in (5), this also follows directly from the transformation behaviour.
Proof. By the local formula for the twisted Dirac operator in (11) and oddness of ψ, we first transform the term of A 1 involving / Dψ as follows.
where we used in the third equation that g (ψ + , ψ + ) = 0 vanishes since ψ + is odd. Now,
After this preparation, consider a variation ψ = ψ ε with dψ dε = γ at ε = 0 and fix (ϕ, ξ).
Then, using the previous calculations, we yield
This expression is required to vanish for any γ and, therefore, ∇ ∂ ∂z ψ + = 0 follows. Next, we consider a variation ξ = ξ ε with dξ dε = χ at ε = 0 and fix (ϕ, ψ). Then
and hence we obtain τ (ϕ) = 0. Next, we consider a variation ϕ = ϕ ε with dϕ dε = ζ at ε = 0 and fix (ξ, ψ). The terms in A 1 which are proportional to η 1 η 2 are independent of those which are not and we may treat both cases separately. Considering only the part not proportional to η 1 η 2 reduces A 1 to the classical action 
is the trace-Laplacian operator, which is formally self-adjoint. We thus calculate
and, for the second term,
Putting everything together, we obtain
which completes the proof.
We close this section by comparing A 1 with a similar model.
Note that A 2 is not Graßmann-valued. This functional and its extrema, the Dirac- 
where R(ϕ, ψ 1 ) is a curvature term, which vanishes for
Knowing the Euler-Lagrange equations for both A 1 and A 2 , we can now consider the common case
Note that we do not mean to restrict A 2 to sections 
for A 1 and A 2 , respectively. The respective second conditions are not equivalent since the conformal factor λ is, in general, not holomorphic:
In particular, one cannot expect an analogon of Thm. III.2 for A 1 replaced with A 2 .
IV. HOLOMORPHIC SUPERCURVES IN SUPERGEOMETRY
In this section, we show how the tuple (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) from Def. II.1 constitutes a morphism Φ of supermanifolds such that the differential equations stated are equivalent to the single condition ∂ J Φ = 0. This result, which is clearly interesting in its own right, will turn out to be important in the proof of Thm. III. 
We define the differential of Φ to be the sheaf morphism
be a morphism of supermanifolds and
Local differential calculus works analogous to the situation of ordinary manifolds. Let Then, abbreviating ∂φ(η i )
if the target space is an ordinary manifold (all η i are even). We introduce half-index notation Lemma IV.2. Let E ∈ End O X (SX) and B ∈ Hom O X (SX ⊗ O X SX, O X ) be sections of the sheaves of superlinear endomorphisms and superbilinear maps, respectively. Prescribing
for Y, Z ∈ SX, together with super(bi)linear extensions for general sections of SΦ, yields
Proof. A short calculations shows that this prescription does not depend on the sections of SX, and the resulting objects satisfy all properties claimed (compare also Ref. 19 for the special case of semi-Riemannian supermetrics.).
We consider only even structures here. Consult Sec. 5. that, for the last conclusion, it does not suffice that the underlying smooth manifold is complex. One can show that the split supermanifold associated to a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifold is complex. In order to avoid a thorough treatment of complex supermanifolds and since the explicit form is hard to find in the literature, we construct the resulting almost complex structure next. We need the notion of holomorphic split coordi- 
Proof. The property j 2 = −id is obvious, so it remains to show that the prescription is well-defined, i.e. does not depend on Φ. Let Φ 1 and Φ 2 be two holomorphic split charts and denote the induced transition morphism by
We claim that
holds. Then well-definedness follows immediately by the following one-liner.
We show (12) . By definition, Φ 12 = (ϕ 12 , φ 12 ) is composed of a holomorphic transition map ϕ 12 = (a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a n , b n ) : R 2n → R 2n and a sheaf morphism φ 12 that corresponds to
Comparing coefficients (which is feasible by Lem. IV.1), we find that (12) applied to By construction, the supermanifold with flesh associated to a split supermanifold M E , which corresponds to a complex vector bundle E → M, is split with respect to the bundle E⊕C N → M, where C N denotes the trivial bundle: supercoordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n , θ 1 , . . . , θ m , η 1 , . . . , η N ). We define its super tangent sheaf with flesh to be the subsheaf of the original super tangent sheaf as follows.
The differential dΦ F of a map with flesh is the ordinary differential restricted to S F M: 
Definition IV.6. Let J M and J X be almost complex structures on the supermanifolds (M, O M ) and (X, O X ), respectively. Then a holomorphic map with flesh is a map with
Now we consider maps with flesh having an ordinary smooth manifold X as target space.
In general, for every morphism Φ = (ϕ, φ) : (R n , O n|m ) → X, there are unique vector fields Proposition IV.7. Let Σ L denote the split supermanifold associated to a complex line bundle L → Σ over a Riemann surface Σ and X be an ordinary manifold. Let
be a morphism of supermanifolds (i.e. a map with flesh such that N = 2). Then there are
where ξ acts on f ∈ C ∞ (X, C) by (the complex linear extension of ) ξ(f ) := df [ξ] and analogous for ψ 1 and ψ 2 . The correspondence Φ ∼ = (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) is bijective.
B. Holomorphic Supercurves
In the rest of this section, we define holomorphic supercurves using the supermanifold theory developed so far and prove equivalence of this definition with the original ad-hoc Definition II.1. Let L → Σ be a holomorphic line bundle over a Riemann surface Σ and Σ L be the associated split supermanifold. By Lem. IV.4, it carries a canonical almost complex structure j which, in holomorphic split supercoordinates (s, t, θ), is given by
On the other hand, let (X, J) be an ordinary almost complex manifold. We consider maps with flesh Φ F : Σ L → X with respect to the superpoint with N = 2 odd dimensions.
Definition IV.8. A holomorphic supercurve is a map with flesh Φ F : Σ L → X which is holomorphic with respect to j and J in the sense of Def. IV.6, i.e. which satisfies ∂ J Φ F = 0.
Lemma IV.9. A map with flesh Φ F : Σ L → X is a holomorphic supercurve if and only if, upon identification with a tuple (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) as in Prp. IV.7, the following condition is satisfied. Let (s, t, θ) and {x i } denote holomorphic split supercoordinates on Σ L and coordinates on X, respectively. Then
holds true. Here, ψ 1θ , ψ 2θ ∈ Γ(U, ϕ * T C X) are such that ψ j = θ · ψ jθ and, moreover, we prescribe ψ θ := η 1 ψ 1θ + η 2 ψ 2θ and abbreviate J • ϕ by J.
Proof. Since ( . Using half-index notation Φ F is, therefore, a holomorphic supercurve if and only if
holds. We calculate the second equation of (15), using Lem. IV.2 and Prp. IV.7.
Comparing coefficients of the SΦ-basis {φ • ∂ ∂x i } i , we conclude that the second equation of (15) 
where φ 0 := ϕ * + η 1 η 2 ξ and, for the second equation, we used that (η 1 ) 2 = (η 2 ) 2 = 0. In other words, we have shown that dΦ θ + i J Φ • dΦ θ = 0 holds if and only if
The first equation of (15) is thus equivalent to
and sorting into terms without and with θ, we yield
Further sorting into terms with and without η-terms, we see that dΦ s + J Φ • dΦ t = 0 holds if and only if
is satisfied, which concludes the proof.
We shall bring the local conditions from Lem. IV.9 into a more concise form next.
Lemma IV.10. Let Φ F : Σ L → X be a map with flesh, (s, t, θ) and {x i } be as in Lem. IV.9
and assume that ψ
where N C J denotes the complex linear extension of the Nijenhuis tensor.
Proof. In the local frame {∂ i := ∂ ∂x i }, the Nijenhuis tensor reads 
We thus obtain
and the statement follows from skew-symmetry of N J .
Lemma IV.11. Let ϕ ∈ C ∞ (Σ, X) and ξ ∈ Γ(Σ, ϕ * T C X), and assume that ∂ J ϕ = 0. Let (s, t) and {x i } be holomorphic coordinates on Σ and coordinates on X, respectively. Then 
Moreover, using dϕ = ∂ J ϕ + ∂ J ϕ = ∂ J ϕ, we calculate
and, therefore,
where the sum in the second pair of parentheses equals J times the first sum.
We close this section with the important result that our two definitions of holomorphic supercurves are equivalent.
Proposition IV.12. Let Φ F : Σ L → X be a map with flesh, identified with a tuple (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) as in Prp. IV.7. Then Φ F is a holomorphic supercurve in the sense of Def.
IV.8 if and only if (ϕ, ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ξ) is a holomorphic supercurve in the sense of Def. II.1.
Proof. This follows immediately from lemmas IV.9, IV.10 and IV.11, the latter of which holds verbatim with ξ replaced by ψ jθ .
V. THE SUPER ACTION IDENTITY
In this section, we prove Thm. III.2 by means of a generalisation of the action identity (2) . For that purpose, we will first express the action functional Definition V.1. Let Φ F : Σ S + → X be a map with flesh. We define the (Graßmann valued)
2-form
where g Φ denotes the pullback of g under the corresponding (ordinary) morphism Φ : Σ S × C 0|2 → X of supermanifolds as in Lem. IV.2.
By a simple calculation, L is independent of the supercoordinates of the type considered. 
Proof. Let {x j } be local coordinates on X. Using the decomposition formula (13) for φ, we
where, in the last equation, we used that the η 1 η 2 -term in φ 0 cancels with ψ + , abbreviating ϕ * g ij by g ij . By the symmetry properties of the metric and the product of two odd quantities,
Together with the first calculation, we thus yield
We further calculate where we used the local formula for τ (ϕ) from (7). This transformation concludes the proof of the lemma. Now let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold, J be an ω-compatible almost complex structure and g be the induced Riemann metric. For the next observation, note that the pullback tensors ω Φ , g Φ and J Φ are, by definition, related to each other in the analogous way. In particular, J Φ is ω Φ -compatible and g Φ is J Φ -orthogonal. As usual, we see that both terms occurring are globally well-defined.
Lemma V.3. If (X, ω) is a symplectic manifold with ω-compatible J and induced g, then L(Φ) permits the following sum decomposition.
Proof. The decomposition is shown by the following straightforward calculation, using j(D + ) = iD + and j(D − ) = −iD − . 
